Abslrncr -Techniques are dexrihed for validating the performance of Insulated-Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) circuit simulator models for soft-switching circuit conditions. The circuits used for the validation include a soft-switehed boost Converter similar to that used in power factor correction, and a new half-bridge testhed that is specially designed to examine the details of IGBT soft-switching waveforms. The new testbed is deigned to emulate the saft-s+t&img circuit conditions of actual applications circuits, while allowing the easy change of IGBT operating conditions. The testhed also eliminates the problems of commutating diode noise and IGBT temperature rise found in actual application circuits. simulations of IGBT models provided in circuit simulator component libraries are compared with measurements obtained using these test circuits for the soft-switching conditions of zerrrwltage turn-on, zero-voltage turn-off, or Irro-current turn-off. Finally, the results are summariled by comparing the switching energies for the various measnrements and simulations presented in this work
I. Introduction
The hwlated-Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) is becoming the power switch of choice for many power applications because it offers a good compromise between on-state loss, switching speed and switching losses. and ease of use. The IGBT has enjoyed particularly deep penetration in the field of motion control where supply bus voltages range from 300 V to several times higher. To accommodate thcse voltages. a large variety of IGBTs are available today with a 600 V to 12M) V blcckiitg capability. Devices with higher voltage ratings are also being made by variws manufacturers [ I ] . IGBTs are now offered both a s single devices or packaged in modules with multiple IGBTs andlor diodes. Some modules include dtiver circuihy as well.
In recent years, efforts to model the switching behavior of IGBTs have been greatly expanded [2-6]. In many cases, circuit modeling has become an economic necessity. The cost of the components and load of a medium to high-power circuit is so high that all means available must be used to lower the risk of system failure both during lhe prolotyping phase of product development and production. Furthermore, substantial product quality and cost benefits can be obtained using IGBT circuit simulation. An assessment of the economic impacts of IGBT modeling is detailed in a remnt study [71.
As the physics that govern transistor behavior are quite complex. attempts at accurately predicting the details of transistor switching performance tax compact models to their greatest extreme. Test procedures are needed that can be used to verify the predictions made by various models in order to check their validity. and these procedures need to be applicable to commonly used circuits. l h e NISTEEE Working Group on Model Validation 181 has been established to address the need for testing the validity of various models as they relate to predicting the behavior of devices under realistic canditions. Tlte work presented in this paper is To validate a model, the model is tested for a variety of circuit conditions that are similar to those that may be encountered by different applications of the device being modeled. These tests should also be designed to be as insensitive as possible to errors that may be introduced by other circuit models. It is particularly important that these test procedures be built amuiid a testbed that is well understood and well characterized so that the device model is given the correct information for the simulations. Furtitermore, it is desirable to have specially designed circuits that 1) isolate the important device characteristics. and 2) allow the circuit parameters to be varied easily so that the device can be tested for a wide range of circuit conditions. h~ this paper, the overall IGBT model performance for softswitching conditions is examined using a boost cmverter circuit. The boost converter is commonly used for power factor correction at medium to high-power levels. Power factor correction is rapidly becoming an important application for MBTs. and soft-switching techniques work well in these applications. In the Model Validation Circuits section of this paper, a boost converger application circuit is described and IGBT current and voltage waveform meamretnents are made. Measurements using the boost converter are compared with sintulations of this circuit using the models of specific IGBllr contained in the simulator component library.
To 
U. Model Validation Circuits
Three different types of soft-switching conditions are commonly encountered hy IGBTs in soft-switching power circuits: I) zero-voltage turn-off, where the IGBT is turned off and a capacitor provides an altetndte current path so that the IGBT anode voltage rise is slowed: 2) zero-voltage turn-on. where the MBT gate is already on wlien positive anode voltage or current is applied; or 3) zero-current turn-off. where an& current is removed before the IGBT gate is turned off. and anode voltage is reapplied after the IGBT gate is turned off. The h t converter of sub-section A below demonstrates the overall performance of an IGBT model for zeruvoltage turn-off and zero-voltage turn-on. The specially designed testbed described in section B is used in the Model Validation section to examine all three of the soft-switching conditions under a wide variety of circuit parameters and IGBT
types.
A. Boos1 Convener Fig. 1 is a schematic of a soft-switched buost converter similar to that used by the power section of a power-factor correction circuit. QI is the main power device. and the waveforms are measured with itspec1 to this device. Q2 is the auxiliary switch. which implements the soft-switching aspect of this circuit. This circuit works in the following manor: Initially both IGBTs are off and current is flowing through the 1.46-mH inductor 1.1, the commutation diode D4. and into the IO-pF output capacitor C1.
For the model validation tests, output current is recirculated hack to the power supply through the 2 -0 resistor R3, whereas the current would power a load in a real application. The a u x i l i q switch Q2 is then turned on for a short period of time. This diverts the current from 0 4 to the 10.1-pH inductor L3, and D4 becomes reversebiased. L3 forms a resonant network with the 3.93-nF snubber capacitor C2, causing the anode voltage on the main IGBT switch Q1 to fall to a negative value, at which point DI begins to conduct.
QI is then turned on under zero-voltage and zerecurrent conditions. After the Ql tun-on, Q2 is turned off, and the energy stored in the L3 is recovered through D3. As Ql begins to conduct, the 1.46-mH inductor L1 is recharged.
At the end of the conduction period. Ql turns off and current is diverted to C2. This is the mro-voltage turwoff soft-switching event. fig. 1 B. Soy-Switching Model-Validorion Testlied Fig. 3 is a block diagram of the new soft-switching IGBT model-validation testbed designed to test IGBT models for B wide range of well-controlld soft-switching conditions. Detailed circuit schematics for the testbed can be obtained by contacting the authors directly. 'lliis testbed is an extension of the shootthroughldide emulation testbcd developed previously for validating IGBT innlels for hard-switched half-bridge circuit conditions [ I l l . n e new soft-switching circuit uses a MOSFETas the tup device ia a half-bridge tu cause the IGBT to experience conditions similar to those that might be found in a variety of softswitching applications. The MOSFET is turned on and off with a special double-pulsed waveform that has one of its pulses adjustable in width a i d position relative to the IGBT gate drive pulses. As the MOSFET gate pulse is delayed relative to the IGBT gate pulse, various IGBT soft-switching conditions are realized. An overall 50% duty cycle is maintained for both MOSFET and IGBT gate drives. as these signals are coupled through transformers. Tu avoid significant self-heating of the IGBT, the power portion of the circuit is activated for only eight cycles at a very low burst rate. but it is not used fur the other conditions. The I-nH inductor 15 is simply a reference part defined in the simulation circuit for the purpose of referencing the current. All voltage measurements are taken at the anode of the ICBT. . One methudology for using these models is for the user to exwact the required mudel parameters from a mries of well-spcified laboratmy procedures [?,I?] . Because tlie process of extracting these parameters is not trivial. must users of commercial circuit simulators are not able lo extract these i n d e l parameters themselves and dcpend on tlie software vendor providing an array of fully specifid library components. Great effort is underway t o have as many of the current IGBTs rcprzsented ia these libraries as possiblc. In this paper, models provided in simuhtur component libraries arc uscd for all validation results.
In this section, simulated waveforms using IGBT inodels provided in simulator component libraries are c u m p u d with experimental results for various soft-switching conditions. 'lhe IGBTs include a standard-speed device. fast device. and an ultrafast device. Fur both thc meuurements aid simulations. the devices operatte at thc ttalistic current and voltage levels of I3 A and 400 V for these 600-V. 25-A IGBTs at hoth 25 'T' and 100 Y..
Before tlie soft-switching validation results are described. it is informative to examine an example case of hard-switching model validation.
A. Hurd Swilching
Tecliiiiques for model validation for IGBIs operating in a halfbridge were previously published [I I]. Model parametcis were extracted using a series of measurements in tliis previously published work. rather than using librarydcscribed parts. ki cxzunplc is now given i n tliis paper of model-validation waveforms ohlaiocil in the half-bridgc testbed described in [I I]. but using the same ultra-Cast 1 G B T that is described in the library and used later for tlic soft-switching validation IGBf' opcr-ation iii suft-witched circuits presents a somewhat 
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Illc rm-voltage tur arc realized hy switching curre~it ctinduction. 'nie fbr tlie entire time, and tlie initial I G B l current is determined by the 3041 load resistor aid the 400-V piwer supply. 7xro-voltage luni-ofS<rcurs wlien an added snubber capacitor diverts pan of the I G B T currcnt as the an~xle voltage is rising. 'nie remaining voltage wtweforms. in order, show zero-voltage turn-off with 0.01 pl: atid O.0DO-pF snubber capacitors. llie measured waveforms are solid curves and tlie simulated ones arc daahcd. A greater ilinwnt of snubbing reduces llic amplitude of the tail curreiit. hut increases tlie length of the tail. Both measurements and simulations show a factor of alxiut six for reduction in switching Ioss in tliis I G B I wlien changing from hard switching to zcrwvolttige turn-off using tlic 0.039-pI: snubber capacitm. lhc switching-luss values arc listed i n lahle 1 of section V.
The simulattcd switching-energy values show reasonahlc agrccmeot with tlie measured values. 'Ihese aimulativns are a scvcrc test of tlie mmlel i n gcneral. aid of the exactness of the parmeter cxtractiun i n particular. Katlier minor changcs in model parmeters can milkc large changes in these bansient wavefhrms and tlic corrcspmding switching energies. It is easy to change a pariunetcr in tlie' mwlcl to cause cxcellcnt agreement between incasureinent and simulation fur a given switching condition. hut this will likely cause some other problem. such as an incorrect onvoltage.
Pig. 8 shows the anode current and voltage waveforms for the same device and switching conditions as shown in fig. 7 . hut with the IGBT case temperature at 100 "C. The higher temperature causes both the amplitude and the length of the current tail to increase. Both the measurements and the simulations show these trends.
The anode voltage and current waveforms for various turn-off conditions fcx the ultra-fast IGBT are shown in fig. 9 . These data are taken for a case temperature of 2.5 "C. The fastest anodevoltage-rise waveform is recorded with no snubber capacitor. The remaining voltage waveforms, in order, show zero-voltage turn-off with 0.0039 pF and O.OLpF snubber capacitors. Vie measured waveforms are solid curves and the simulated ones are dashed. The shapes of these curves are similar to those for thc fast IGBI, however the time scale is reduced. The corresponding switchingloss energies also show similar ucods, but the ultra-fast IGBT lids lower losses. It is interesting to note that thc largest difference between the simulation and the experiment cmurs with tlie largest snubber capacitor for this IGBT. It might he expected that the simulation would be closest to the experiment for this relatively large capacitor since the anode-voltage waveform is almost totally dominated hy the capacitor. However. the largest difference in the current wavefhns occurs near the end of the tail, and tlie larger values of snubber capacitancs prolong the tail region. 
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I'ig. 6. Sample conqxrisos k1x'er.n iucasured (solid) and sirnulatad (dashed) wavafornrlll$ for hm-switching ultra-fast IGBI' turn-on.
C Zero-ciurenl trim-off
The zeroaurent turn-off conditions described in this section are realized by a sequence of three events. Referring again to figs. 4 and 5 , initially both the MOSFET and IGBT are on, and the load resistor and power supply determine the IGBT current. First, switching off the MOSFET interrupts the IGBT anode current. Secondly, the I G B l gate is turned off. Finally, the MOSFET is turned back on to reapply voltage to the IGBT. A tail-current bump occurs when the anode voltage is reapplied if the carriers in the IGBT have tiot had time to fully recombine. The measurements and simulations given in this section examine this tail-current bump. As in the previous section. three different device types are examined at two different temperatures. Tliere are two other parameters that are varied to affect this tailcurrent bump.
One parameter is zero-current window width, which is defined as the time duration between when the MOSFEr interrupts the IGBT current and when the MOSFET reapplies voltage to the IGBT. The other parameter is used to describe the IGBT gate turn-off timing relative to the zero-ament window. This parameter most strongly affects the current-tail hump size for the standard-speed MET, and this parameter is labeled "early off' or "late ow'. Early off means that the IGBT gate is turned off just aller the anode current is interrupted by the MOSFET. Late off means that the IGBT gate is turned off just before the anode voltage is reapplied by turn-on of the MOSFE'T. This parameter is not specified for the data given for either the fast or ultra-fast device. For these devices, the IGBT gate is turned off 200 ns after the IGBT anode current is interrupted by thc MOSFET. waveforms fw zero-arrent turn-off of the fast IGBT. Data are shorn for 4W N and 1200-ns window widths. and 25 "C and 1Kl "C.
Zero-current turn-off measured (solid) and simulated (dashed) waveforms for the ultra-fast IGBT are shown in fig. 12 . Data are given for both 25 "C and 100 OC. and the window width is 400 ns. It is interesting to note that the size of the current-tail bump is affected strongly by temperature in the measurement, while the simulation shows little difference in bump size for the two different temperatures. The switchingenergy table shows gwd agreement between the measured and simulated switching energies at 25 ' C.
but not at 100 OC. Furthermore. except for the measured 100-degree use, the energies are quite low, and it is likely that these bumps are due mainly to capacitive charging. 'The simulations usually have their largest errors toward the end of the current tails, ~
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and it appears that in the simulation, recombination is complete by the time the MOSFET turns back on, while in reality stored charge is still present in the 100-degree case. show a much larger current-tail bump when the IGBT gate is turned off early in the zeroarrent window, rather than late in the window. This is due to discharging base charge through reverse conduction in the MOSFET channel. Clearly, leaving the IGBT gate on as long as possible during the zero-current window is helping to reduce the recovery time for the device during turn-off. It is apparent from the energy table that the largest relative error in the simulation occurs when the energies are smaller. This is consistent with the observation of larger errors at the end of current tails mentioned above, in that in both cases the recovery of the IGBT is nearing cotnpletion.
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The zero-Current turn-off data for the same device and conditions shown in fig. 13 are presented in fig. 14 except that the temperature is 100 OC. The same trends are apparent in this figure and in the table, in that when the device is further away from complete recovery. the error in the simulatioii is smaller and the energies are larger.
D. Zero-r,ohage t w w n
The zero-voltage turn*" condition described in this section is realized when the IGBT gate is already on and anode current is suddenly applied to the device. Before the current is applied, the anode voltage is slightly negative per the forward-biased antiparallel diode and negative biasing current source shown in fig. 5 . When the current is applied. by switching on the MOSFET, the IGBT voltage rises to its on-state voltage. Generally. there is an anode-voltage overshoot that occurs before the on-state voltage is reached. One important parameter that affects the amplitude of the overshoot is the rate of current application di/dt. This voltage overshoot is examined with both measurements and simulations in this section for the ultra-fast device at both 25 O C and 100 OC, and for a range of di/dt values. Similar measurements and simulations for the standard-speed and fast devices produced similar results. but are not presented in this paper. It will be mentioned here that the slower devices have somewhat lower voltage overshoot values. smallest di/dt is 50 Alps, the middle di/dt is 150 A/p. and the highest dVdt is 600 Alp. The beginning point for the cumnt rise has no significance for this analysis; it simply represents different delays for MOSFET turn-on due to the use of three different gate resistors (RGH in fig. 5 The anode voltage is shown in the top graph. As the dddt increases, the voltage overshoot becomes larger and narrower. The measured "switching" energies are also larger for the higher dVdt values. It can be seen from the graph that the simulation does show the same trends in overshoot amplitude and width, but falls well short of predicting the actual amplitudes. These large overshoots are difficult to understand, as they are much larger than would be predicted given a pure MOSFET device with no bipolar wmponent having the same area and blocking voltage. The overshoot is not observed when a MOSFET is substituted for the IGBT in the testbed. Fig. 16 shows the temperature dependence of the di/dt related voltage overshoot for a dddt value of 175 Alps Both the measurements and the simulations show about a 50% increase in the voltage overshoot as the temperature is increased from 25 OC to 100 "C. This increase is consistent with an increase in onresistance in the MOSFETpm of the IGBT structure.
IV. Discussion and Analysis
A summary of the experimenlal and simulated switching energies is presented in table 1. The general organization of this table is such that the results are presented in the order that they were described in the previous section. In this section, general trends will be extracted from the data presented in the table, including the effect of temperature. device speed, and type of switching. Trends in simulation error will also be discussed.
The first group of six enhies in the table represents zerovoltage tumvff for the fast IGBT. Experimentally, increasing the temperature from 25 "C to 100 O C increases the switching energy by a factor of 2 to 3 when soft-switched, and less than a factor of 2 when hardswitched. The simulations indicate a fairly consistent factor of slightly less than 2 in energy for this same temperature change for both the hard-and soft-switched cases. The switching energies are reduced as the amount of snubbing is increased. The factors for this reduction when proceeding from the hard-switched case lo the largest snubber case are given as follows.
Experimentally, at 25 OC this factor is 6.4. In the simulation it is 5.6 at the same temperature. Experimentally, at 100 "C this factor is 4.1. and, in the simulation, it is 5.4.
The sewnd group of three entries in the table presents similar data for the ultra-fast IGBT at 25 "C. For both the measuremene and the simulations. the switching energies are much smaller for the ultra-fast IGBT than they are for the fast device. Experimentally, the factor in reduction is 3.2 for the hard-switched case and 3.6 for the case with the 0.01 pF snubber. The simulation indicates corresponding values of 7.8 and 8.5. Relatively minor changes in tail length or size make these differences seem quite large. Experimentally, for the ultra-fast IGBT, the switching energy is reduced by a factor of 5 between the hard-switched case and the case with maximum snubbing. The simulation indicates a factor of 4.2 for this reduction over the same range of snubbing.
The third group of four entries presents data for the zerovoltage turn-off for the standard-speed IGBT. Experimentally, with no snubbing, this IGBT has a factor of 7.1 higher switching loss than the fast IGBT, while the simulation gives a factor of 4.8. Even when a large snubber capacitor is used with the standard IGBT. experimentally, there is more switching-energy loss then there is for the fast IGBT in the hard-switched case. Experimentally, switching loss is reduced by a factor of 3.4 when the largest snubber capacitor is used compared to the hadswitched case. The simulation shows a factor of 5.6 in energy loss over this same range of snubbing.
The fourth group of table entries shows energy loss for the fast IGBT operating under zero-current turn-off conditions. Not surprisingly, switching energy is reduced when a longer zerocurrent window is used, both experimentally and in the simulations.
In general it can be said that the turn-off loss is less with the zerocurrent turn-off than it is with the zero-voltage turn-off, assuming an adequately wide zero-current window is used. 5luJ IOuJ
When making comparisons in the switching-energy data for these soft-switching tests, it is important to be able to separate real trends from effects that can be misleading. For example. consider that experimentally there is a jump from 22 fl to 149 @ of switching energy as the temperature is raised from 25 OC to 100 "C.
This represents a factor of 6.8, but it would be incorrect to conclude that IGBT switching loss goes up by a factor of 6.8 with this temperature increase in general. In the analysis of tlie zero-current turn-off. whether by measurement or simulation, only a narrow slice of time is being considered, and this interval occurs some time well after the anode current is removed from the IGBT. In this case, there is still charge that has not recombined when the temperature is 100 OC at the point in time that the anode voltage is reapplied. whereas the charge has largely recombined under the same conditions at 25 OC. This type of effect also greatly magnifies differences between measured and simulated results because the details of the IGBT current tail are so difficult to accurately simulate. This effect demonstrates the difficulty that is to be expected when validating models under certain soft-switching conditions. This difficulty is clearly shown in the fifth group, which shows the temperature effect on switching energy for the ultra-fast IGBT. Some tail current is present in the measurement at 100 "C. but this is not picked up in the simulation. The lowest turnuff losses are achieved by using zerc-current turn-off with the ultra-fast IGBY for the entire group of devices and conditions studied.
The sixth group of table entries is for the zero-current turn-off condition using the standard-speed IGBT. The highest relative error in the simulation occurs for the lowest energies, which is again indicative of the difficulty of predicting switching energy by observing only the final part of the recovery of the IGBT when most of the recovery takes place in the zerocurrent window region.
The seventh group of table entries lists switching energies for zero-voltage turn-on of the ultra-fast IGBT. The measured zerovoltage turn-on energies are on the same order as the vaious softswitched turnuff energies for this device, whereas the simulation indicates that the turn-on energies are somewhat lower. For the slower devices (not shown) the tum-on energies are much less than the turn-off energies, both experimentally and in the simulations.
Overall. the agreement between the measured and simulated energies shown in the table is reasonably good. In cases where large differences exist they are usually attributable to situations where minor differences in the current-tail waveform result in a threshold effect, whereby the last portion of the IGBT recovery is disproportionately dominating the switching-energy values.
V. Conclusions
Techniques and examples are given for validating IGBT models for various soft-switching circuits. The soft-switching boost converter is given as an application circuit that can be used for certain validation tests, and a validation example is shown using such a circuit. A more versatile testbed is also proposed that can be used for making a wider range of soft switching mcdel-validation tests on IGBTs. Several examples of the use of this circuit are given, and experimental and simulated waveforms are compared.
Both experimental and simulated switching energies for various soft-switching conditions are summarized in a table. Appropriate soft-switching techniques can reduce both experimental and simulated switching energy losses in the IGBT by as much as an order of magnitude or more. Both measured and simulated results indicate that zero-current turn-off losses in the IGBT can be reduced by carefully choosing the gate timing so that the gate is turned off as late as possible in the zero-current window. Both measured and simulated results indicate that the zero-voltage turnoff condition implemented with a snubbing capacitor produces less switching loss in the IGBT than a hard turn-off, but slightly lower losses can be obtained with the zero-current turn-off circuit.
FAperimentally, zero-voltage turn-on of the IGBT results in a substantial voltage overshoot that is somewhat higher than predicted in the simulations, but the simulations do show the correct trends for temperature dependence. device speed, and rate of applied current.
Model validation using soft-switching test circuits is one of the important components in a global IGBT model validation program.
Soft-switching circuits present some unique challenges to circuit models and accuracy of device parameter extraction. Whereas it might be expected that soft-switching circuits that depend largely on simple passive components and timing would be less sensitive to errors in IGBT model performance, in reality these eROrS can be magnified. In the soft-switched application, often the major portion of the energy loss occurs near the end of the IGBT recovery, where the simulation is likely to have its largest relative error.
